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SYNOPSIS 

The work embodied in this dissertation is a critical 

assessment of the methodologies followed and models suggested 

for the decipherment of the Indus Script by scholars during 

the last 50 years. The objective of the assessment is to 

highlight the progress made in decoding the enigmatic script 

and identifying the language. 

The theory of Aryan invasion of the cities of Harappa 

and Mohenjo-daro propounded by Wheeler and others has 

resulted in considering the Indus Civilization as non-Aryan, 

especially Dravidian. With this hypothesis as the basis most 

Western and Indian Scholars have attempted to read a 

Dravidian language in the inscriptions on Indus seals and 

sealings. Such an a priori assumption vitiates objectivity in 

any approach to the decipherment of Indus inscriptions of 

which neither the language nor the script is known. 

Excavations at Harappan sites in and outside India 

during the last three decades have brought to light the Pre 

Harappan, Late Harappan and Post-Harappan {.)hases in addition 

to the Harappan (mature) phase of the Indus Civilization. 

More light is thrown by the new excavations on the early, 

middle and late stages of the development of the Indus Script 

also. For instance, the evolution of Indus writing towards 

sira£)l i f ic-ritjon can be traced at Lothal , Rangpur, Rojdi , 

Mohenjo-daro (Dales, 1965), Harappa (Dales, 1988) and to some 

extent at Chandigarh. It is now fairly clear that the Indus 

Script was partly pictorial and partly cursive and linear in 



the early stage but gradually dropped most of the pictorials 

and retained only the cursive and linear signs (S. R. Rao, 

1982, Fig. 2 & 3; 1979, Fig. 26) as can be deduced from the 

seal inscriptions of late levels of Mohenjo-daro (1965 

excavation) and Harappa (1987-88 excavation). The simplified 

script appears in the inscriptions of Chandigarh and Rakhi 

Shahpur (S.R.Rao, 1979, Fig. 36-C) also. 

The process of simplification of Indus Script by 

dropping pictures resulted in a reduction in the number of 

basic. signs in the Late Harappan writing. Fairservis (1991) 

and Mahadevan contend that the total number of basic signs is 

400 (I. Mahadevan, 1988) which needs to be critically 

examined. While admitting that short strokes were attached to 

most of the signs, they continue to count the accented signs 

also along with basic (unaccented) signs for arriving at the 

number of the basic signs (Mahadevan, 1988, Plate, I and 

Fairservis, 1991). 

The structural analysis of the Indus Script attempted by 

Mahadevan was limited to analysis of the interse position 

of signs and their frequency. A thorough analysis should 

include the analysis of compound signs. Unless this is done 

it is difficult to arrive at a correct number of basic signs 

on which depends the identification of the script as 

pictographic, ideographic or phonetic. From S. R. Rao's 

analysis of the accented and compound signs it can be 

concluded that one of the basic features of Indus Script is 

accenting which was later followed by the Brlhmi scribes 



also. Another equally important feature is the joining of two 

independent basic signs and accenting the conjunct sign. The 

process of joining signs can be easily traced in Indus 

inscriptions of all phases and in Br'5hmi Script. The 

decipherer is led astray if he ignores this feature and 

considers the compound signs as pictures as has been done by 

some scholars. By recognizing the two basic features namely 

accenting and forming compound signs, the basic signs have 

been distinguished from the nonbasic picture-like signs. This 

reduces the number of basic signs to 60 or 62 in the mature 

Indus phase. The number 400 arrived at by others are only 

permutations and combinations of these basic signs. With 60 

or 62 basic signs the Indus Script must have been a phonetic 

writing only which necessitates giving a sound value to each 

sign. This sound value may be syllabic or alphabetic. There 

are, however, a few pictures which had attained a stage of 

syllabic value and a few others continued to be 

determinatives. Taking all these facts into account the 

classification of signs of the Indus Script has been done by 

S.R.Rao. His classification of signs as cursive, linear and 

pictorial has been critically examined to ascertain the 

validity of the methodology vis â  vis the methodology 

followed by others. 

After ascertaining the total number of basic signs 

assigning phonetic value to these signs is a crucial issue. 

Rao has assigned values to cursive signs on the principle of 

analogy taking into account the close graphic resemblance of 



Indus cursive signs with Semitic signs. Whether any other 

script contemporary with the Harappan or Late Harappan Script 

can serve as a basis for assigning phonetic value is also 

examined. 

Prof. Subhash C. Kak has accepted Rao's identification 

of Indus language as Old Indo-Aryan but tries to derive most 

Br3hmi letters from Harappan signs. As there is a time gap 

between the Late Harappan and Brahmi Scripts, caution should 

be exercised in comparing the former with the latter. 

Recently, however, one of the missing links between the two 

systems of writing has been found in the inscription on the 

votive jar of Bet Dwarka. 

B.V.Subbarayappa has proposed a model : wherein Indus 

signs stand for numbers or mathematical notations. The 

validity of this model will be examined. In ancient scripts 

numerals account for a small portion of the number of signs, 

whereas Subbarayappa considers a very large majority of the 

Indus signs as numerals. 

The validity of a model can be accepted if it leads to 

the decoding of a majority of seal inscriptions and 

corroborates the cultural and economic, religious condition 

of the times. For instance the brazier is identified as a 

symbol of Iranian fire-altar by Rao and as a Soma Vessel by 

Mahadevan. Both relate to Aryan-Iranian socio religious 

practices. The religious structures found at Kalibangan, 

Lothal and Banawali suggest fire worship and animal 

sacrifice. Some motifs on seals represent the fire-god. One 



should expect a reference to the fire god and sacrifices in 

the seal inscriptions. Similarly the commercial use of seals 

as attested to by the terracotta sealings from the warehouse 

of Lothal should be reflected in the names of a few 

commodities traded in. If the inscription on the amulet of 

Mohenjo-daro depicting a boat with a cabin and two birds 

refers to the sea or voyage the reading of the inscriptio^n on 

the amulet can be considered as valid. In all these cases the 

methodology of decoding should proceed on the basis of first 

identifying the stage of development of script and the 

language. 


